
Our Town Hair
(Makeup will be given in paper templates)



Mrs. Gibbs
Low bun, with braid from the side. 
Ideally, you can also do two dutch 
braids going into a low bun. Add 
hairspray and use pins if needed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04
TcPG_35Us
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Doc Gibbs

Gelled back with comb and add a 
hairspray. Condition hair the night before. 



Mrs. Webb

Two braid crowing the head. It is essentially 
two braids crossing over each other and you 
use hairspray in the end. Use pins if needed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c38aBAS5
pOc
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School girls

Two low buns or two braids 
into one ponytail. You 
could also do two braids 
into two ponytails. Simply 
braid starting at the top of 
the head after sectioning 
hair from the middle, and 
when getting to the end, 
use a hair tie to make the 
ponytail. Finish with 
hairspray,



Joe Crowell

Combed back with gel. Use 
hairspray 



Mr. Webb

Combed back but shouldn’t be completely flat. Use 
hairspray 



Howie 

Section hair off in three 
sections and gel/comb each 
section. Use hairspray in the 
end.



Stage Manager (3 and all women)

Two of the stage managers (you choose) can 
match either having the crowned braid or bun. 
And one should have one of the options. Use 
bobby pins and hairspray. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=04TcPG_35
Us

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=td2Jdgbxfjs
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George Gibbs

Comb with gel and use 
hairspray in the end. Make 
sure hair is parted to the side. 
Try to create a wave with the 
gel and comb.



Rebecca Gibbs

Comb straight down with gel and 
add stray hairs/wispies to frame 
face. If possible, curl hair that is 
parted on side. Use hairspray in 
the end.



Wally Webb

Part hair in middle, and gel 
both sides back. Use 
hairspray in the end.



Emily Webb

Part in middle, then dutch braid 
both sides (Braiding back words) 
then create a low ponytail. Curl 
leftover hair that is in the hair tie. 
Use hairspray in the end.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=mAEkAzjViU0

This is the same thing, but make 
ponytail lower. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAEkAzjViU0
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Woman in the balcony

One braid bun on each side. Braid first on 
each side, then twist and seal with bobby 
pins. Use hairspray in the end.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8kWJC
23QWk

After watching this, twist and create back 
buns. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8kWJC23QWk
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Man in the auditorium/ 
man in balcony/ baseball 
boy 
Gel back with a comb. There is no 
hair part. Use hairspray in end.



Lady in the box 

Bun centered in the back. Loosen up and finish with 
hairspray 



Simon Stimson

Part hair on side and brush other side back. Finish with 
hairspray



Mrs.Soames

Place bun in center by twisting and sealing with one or two 
hair ties. Use bobby pins if needed. Looses up in the end. 
Finish with hairspray 



Constable Warren

Part to the side with a 
comb and gel. Try to 
create a wave. Slick back 
other side. Finish with 
hairspray 



Sir Crowell

Part in middle with comb and 
gel down. Finish with 
hairspray in the end.



Baseball players

Part hair on sides. Make side gelled back if possible 
with comb. Gel other side with wave. Finish with 
hairspray.



Sam Craig

Part hair with comb, and then gel 
hair back with the heavier side 
having more of a hill. Finish with 
hairspray.



Joe Stoddard

Brush hair back and gel back. Finish with hairspray.



The dead (men and women)

For the women, create loosen bun that is lower on the 
head. Use bobby pins when needed. Finish with hairspray.

For the men, slick back with comb and use gel. Finish with 
hairspray.



Choir

Section hair in the 
middle and make two 
twists by gradually 
adding more hair as 
you go down and 
twisting to the lower 
part of the head. Seal 
with hair tie as you 
make a low bun and 
spray entire head with 
hairspray.


